A divisible binary classical code is one in which every code word has weight divisible by a fixed integer. If the divisor is 2 ν for a positive integer ν, then one can construct a CalderbankShor-Steane (CSS) code, where X-stabilizer space is the divisible classical code, that admits a transversal gate in the ν-th level of Clifford hierarchy. We consider a generalization of the divisibility by allowing a coefficient vector of odd integers with which every code word has zero dot product modulo the divisor. In this generalized sense, we construct a CSS code 
This can be used to calculate various probabilities for the distillation protocol. In Section III we study divisibility and a strong notion of orthogonality on a binary vector space. This is a variant of [13, 16] . Section IV contains the most important calculation of this paper, establishing the divisibility of the matrix derived in Section II B. In Section V we define quantum codes and examine transversal gates. In Section VI, we apply our construction to produce examples of codes, whose parameters we previously did not know. A consequence of our construction is that the triorthogonal codes of parameters [[6k + 8, 2k, 2] ] in [13] does not require a Clifford correction to induce logical T gate. We conclude with further discussion in Section VII.
We denote by 1 a binary vector whose entries are all 1. The length (dimension) of 1 should be inferred from the context.
II. CLIFFORD MEASUREMENTS TO CHECK MATRICES A. Review of distillation protocols by Clifford measurements
One of the earliest ideas of magic state distillation [2] introduces a measurement in the basis of magic states. Since the observable that is diagonal in the basis of magic states cannot be a
Pauli operator, such a measurement routine necessarily includes non-Clifford gates realized by some magic state. This may sound like circular nonsense, but the point is that the measurement routine can be implemented inside an error detecting (or correcting) code, so the non-Clifford gates in the measurement routine can be noisy. The simplest such protocol is based on the Steane code [ [7, 1, 3] ] [11] . The Steane code has a property that the transversal Hadamard gate H ⊗7 induces a Hadamard gate on the logical qubit. If we implement controlled Hadamards on the physical qubits approximately, then the induced controlled Hadamard on the logical qubit will have higher fidelity, and the post-measurement state, which is a magic state, will also be of higher fidelity.
This idea has led to many interesting protocols such as one that operates on 5 qubits including measurement ancilla to distill T states [21] , one that can measure small Fourier angles [22] , and one that uses a very small number of noisy T -gates per output in a very high fidelity regime [19] .
All these protocols have a common feature that they use a special error-detecting code that admits transversal Clifford gates. Recently, we have introduced general criteria and several constructions for magic state distillation protocols based on the Clliford measurements [20, 23, 24] , which we review here. For simplicity, let us explain protocols only for the +1 eigenstate of Hadamard H.
As usual, we may assume that the error model is a dephasing channel in the magic basis, i.e., an independent noisy magic state suffers from a Y error with probability p [3] .
We separate the problem into two codes, namely inner and outer codes. Let us first explain inner
codes. An inner code [[n inner , k inner , d]] is a weakly self-dual CSS code on n qubits, i.e., H ⊗n inner is a logical operator, where we find a decomposition of the code space (a logical operator basis) such that the transversal Hadamard induces either the product of logical Hadamards over all logical qubits, or the product of logical swaps. The two possibilities are exhaustive and mutually exclusive:
If the transversal Hadamard becomes logical Hadamard for a suitable choice of the logical operators, which is the case when the stabilizer group does not contain X ⊗n inner , the code is called normal; otherwise, it is called hyperbolic. For example, the Steane code [ [7, 1, 3] ] is normal, and a 2D color code [12] encoding one qubit is normal, but the 4-qubit code with stabilizers XXXX, ZZZZ is hyperbolic. One can obtain a normal code from a hyperbolic code by puncturing one qubit [20] .
To emphasize a particular choice of logical operators for a normal weakly self-dual CSS code, we will speak of a normal basis of logical operators. In a normal basis, each pair of X-and Z-logical operators for a logical qubit a = 1, . . . , k inner is associated with a bit string (a) such that (a) · (b) = δ ab . Whenever the stabilizer group does not contain X ⊗n inner , one can always find a normal basis of logical operators by a Gram-Schmidt process. Below and throughout this paper we only consider normal codes with some normal basis.
With a normal inner code, we can implement an H-measurement routine to measure the eigenvalue of H ⊗k inner . The net effect of the measurement routine, post-selected on satisfactory Pauli stabilizer measurements (inner syndrome) on the normal inner code, is the following trace-decreasing map D of density matrices.
where ρ is a logical state, Π ± are the projectors onto the ±1 eigenspace of H ⊗k , respectively, p is the independent error probability of individual T Y = exp(iπY /8) gates 2 suffering from Y errors which are used to implement D, and L is some transformation within the code space of the inner code (i.e., logical errors). The second term (where the measurement outcome is wrong) is because the measurement routine makes use of an identity Ideally, we would want the all-0 bit configuration, but for the purpose of distillation protocol that allows ≥ d errors, it suffices to filter out small weight < d configurations. Hence, each measurement routine D imposes parity checks on the bit configurations, and the parity checks must define a classical code on the bit configurations of minimum distance ≥ d.
The distance requirement is necessary but not sufficient. This is due to the second term in D;
we cannot always trust a parity check's outcome. It is thus necessary to put some redundancy into the set of parity checks, making the whole set of the checks sensitive. If we express the sets of bits that are tested by H-measurement routines as the rows of a parity check matrix M , and the bit representation of the input magic states as a binary vector e, then the sensitivity condition together with the minimum distance requirement is expressed as
where | · | denotes the Hamming weight. Sometimes this means that M should have linearly dependent rows. As a simple example, consider input magic states that are arranged on a line of n out points, and suppose we want quartic order error suppression using some normal inner code of d ≥ 4. Suppose we demand that the outer code be a repetition code of distance n out . The parity checks for this outer code can be nearest-neighbor parity checks, but then an erroneous input magic state at one end of the line, which may exist with probability of order p, will be tested only once, and there is overall O(p 3 ) probability for the faulty magic state to pass the entire test. Hence we must consider parity checks for nearest neighbors as if the line were a ring. Then, every input magic state is tested twice, and a mistake from one H-measurement routine can be detected by another.
If we use a single inner code of distance ≥ d, then (II.1) is a necessary and sufficient condition for a parity check matrix of an outer code to yield a distillation protocol of error reduction order ≥ d [20] . However, one can consider various inner codes and design a protocol where input magic states are tested in a certain order. A full protocol is then defined by a sequence of inner codes
, and a sequence of sets of qubits M (α) that is to be tested by α-th inner code. In this case, one should show that any pattern of errors, including those inside H-measurement routines, that may pass the entire protocol has weight ≥ d. An example is a protocol where one checks a single input magic state by a sequence of inner codes of distance d (α) = 2α + 1 with α = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n c . This example outputs a magic states whose error rate is reduced to d-th order where d = 2n c + 1.
B. Representation of errors and checks
We imagine that H-measurement routines are implemented sequentially to check n out magic states. (They may operate on disjoint sets of qubits, in which case they can be implemented in parallel, but we can always regard them as a sequential application of H-measurements, one at a time.) Here, we express the entire protocol as a collection of parity checks on all T Y -gates/states including those that are used to implement the H-measurement routines. We consider normal codes only, and thus each H-measurement routine α consumes 2n Let y (α) for α = 1, 2, . . . , n c denote the error bit string inside the α-th H-measurement routine.
Since there are two layers of T Y -gates on the inner code, y (α) with α ≥ 1 must have even length; for notational convenience, we let the first half of y (a) to be the error pattern before the layer of C Z, and the second half to be that after C Z. Thus, the error pattern in the entire protocol is represented by a bit vector
inner , which is by definition equal to the total number of T Ygates/states. We will regard the error bit vector as a column vector (n T -by-1 matrix). The protocol specifies for each H-measurement routine α a set of magic states to be tested. This set M (α) can be viewed as a bit string of length n out ; M If an H-measurement routine α was perfect, then it would read off the parity of the error in M (α) , which is equal to M (α) · y (0) over F 2 . As we will use M (α) as a submatrix of a complete check matrix, we regard M (α) as a 1-by-n out matrix.
To take the outer measurement error into account, we regard that any error on the pre-C Z layer is moved to the post-C Z layer:
This convention allows us to consider only the pre-C Z errors in regards to the outer syndrome.
That is, if the error pattern on magic states under the test is y (0) , then the outer syndrome by an H-measurement routine α is given by
The error pattern y (0) is not necessarily the same as we proceed from one H-measurement routine to the next. This is because there could be a logical error from the inner code that propagates to the magic states under the test. If a bit string
denotes the error on the n out magic states, resulting from the logical error of the α-th routine, then after the α-th measurement routine the error pattern is
and the outer syndrome by α-th routine is given by
We have not yet determined the function L (α) that maps an error pattern inside the inner code to a logical error. This function is well-defined only if the encoded state on the inner code remains in the code space. The condition for the zero inner syndrome is given by commutation relations between an error operator and the stabilizers. Since the errors are of Y type and the stabilizers are from a weakly self-dual CSS code, the commutation relation can be read off from
where each row of S (α) corresponds to a stabilizer generator. The sum of two halves is to account for the fact that a pair of errors on a single qubit in the inner code is equal to no error on that qubit in regards to inner syndrome. Conditioned on the zero inner syndrome, the function L (α)
can now be determined. An encoded qubit k is acted on by a Y -logical operator if and only if the logical X and Z operators of the logical qubit k both anticommute with a given Pauli operator.
Since the X and Z logical operators are represented by the same bit string
under the normal basis of logical operators we chose, the Y logical operator on the logical qubit k is enacted if and only if
Therefore, the function L (α) is linear over F 2 whose matrix has rows that correspond to logical operators. Since a routine α may not act on all the n out qubits, the matrix L (α) , which is n out -by-
inner , has nonzero rows only for the support of M (α) . In addition, the choice of logical operators according to a normal basis ensures that nonzero rows of L (α) are orthonormal.
(II.10)
We thus have collected all necessary ingredients for a complete check matrix: A representation of errors (II.2), the outer syndrome (II.7), and the inner syndrome (II.8).
where the blank entries are zero, and the vertical lines are to facilitate reading. In the outer syndrome block, each displayed row is a single row, whereas in the inner syndrome block, each displayed entry is a submatrix. The propagated error from the inner codes to the output magic states is inscribed in (II.6), which we can represent as a linear map
The vertical lines are aligned with those of C 0 .
We have arrived at the following theorem.
Theorem II.1. Suppose the error pattern of all T Y -gates and states is represented by a bit vector y. Then, the magic state distillation protocol based on Hadamard check routines using a normal weakly self-dual code accepts the output if and only if C 0 y = 0, and the accepted output does not contain an error if and only if C 1 y = 0.
III. ORTHOGONAL BASES AT LEVEL ν
In this section, it is implicit that an element of F 2 is promoted to an integer in Z. The association is such that
Likewise, any element of Z/2 ν Z will be represented by an integer from 0 to 2 ν − 1 of Z. Unless noted by "mod 2 ν ," all arithmetics are over the usual integers Z. However, every vector space is over F 2 . We always regard a matrix as a set of rows. The r-th row of a matrix A is denoted as A r * .
Definition III.1. We consider a vector space F n 2 equipped with an odd integer vector
Two subspaces V, W are ν-orthogonal if every pair v ∈ V and w ∈ W is ν-orthogonal. A set G = {g (1) , . . . , g (k) } of vectors is ν-orthogonal if, for any two disjoint subsets G and G of G, the subspaces span(G ) and span(G ) are ν-orthogonal. A ν-orthogonal set is ν-orthonormal if every member has ν-norm 1. A ν-orthogonal set or subspace is ν-null if every member has ν-norm 0. To emphasize the coefficient vector t, we will sometimes write (ν, t)-orthogonal, -norm ( · ν,t ), -null, -orthonormal.
The ν-orthogonality is a generalization of a notion that is considered for transversal T -gates [5, 6, 25] ; previously, a coefficient vector had components ±1. Being 2-orthogonal is equivalent to being orthogonal under the usual dot product over F 2 . Being 2-null or 2-orthonormal is nontrivial, but is easily satisfied as Lemma III.4 below shows. As we will see below, an orthogonal matrix at level 3 is triorthogonal [13] since t i is odd, but we do not know whether every triorthogonal matrix is orthogonal at level 3 for some coefficient vector t. To the best of our knowledge, all examples of triorthogonal matrices in the literature are actually orthogonal at level 3. See further discussion in Section VI.
We now give equivalent conditions for the ν-orthogonality, as an application of a result by Ward [16] ; see also [13] . It will be very convenient to introduce the following notation. It is customary to denote a matrix element as A ai for a matrix A. We write A ai for any unordered set of row labels a = {a 1 , . . . , a m } (whose cardinality |a| is equal to m), to denote
If |a| = 0, then A ai = 1 by convention. By definition, |a| cannot be larger than the number of rows of A.
Lemma III.2. Let t be a coefficient vector of length n. Let A be a binary matrix with n columns where the rows are F 2 -linearly independent. The following are equivalent:
(i) The rows of A form a (ν, t)-orthogonal set.
(ii) For every subset K of rows of A, r∈K A r * mod 2 ν,t = r∈K A r * ν,t mod 2 ν .
(iii) 2 |a|−1 i A ai t i = 0 mod 2 ν for every a such that 2 ≤ |a| ≤ ν.
In particular, the following are equivalent:
(1) Every vector in a subspace S ⊆ F n 2 has zero (ν, t)-norm.
(2) There exists a spanning set for S that is (ν, t)-null.
(3) Every spanning set for S is (ν, t)-null.
As an example, if the rows of a binary matrix A are ν-null with respect to t = 1, then any vector in the row F 2 -span of A has weight divisible by 2 ν . More concretely, the rows of 
are 2-null with respect to t = 1 and span a doubly even subspace of F 7 2 .
Proof. If y ∈ F n 2 is a binary vector of weight |y|, then the parity (y) = 0, 1 of its weight can be expressed as
Here, the first equality is obvious; consider the cases where |y| is even or odd. The second equality is by the binomial theorem
where we have treated the vector y as a column matrix with n rows to use the notation y a , and a ranges over all nonempty subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n}. Eq. (III.4) can be understood as follows. We may express the summation a =∅ as a double summation 
We will use Eq. (III.5) with various B.
(i) ⇒ (ii): If |K| = 0 or 1, there is nothing to prove. We will use induction in |K|. Suppose (ii)
is true for any K with |K| < k, and we wish to prove (ii) for K = K {a} with |K | = k − 1. Put g = r∈K A r * mod 2, that is a binary vector. By the induction hypothesis, g ν = r∈K A r * ν .
Then, by (III.5) mod 2, If |a| = 2, then it must be that a = a, and (iii) is proved in this case. For |a| > 2 we use induction.
The summand of a ⊆a, |a |≥2 with |a | < |a| vanishes by the induction hypothesis, and we are left with the summand with a = a which must vanish. This completes the induction.
(iii) ⇒ (i): Let K and K be two disjoint sets of rows of A. We have to show that v = r∈K A r * mod 2 and w = r∈K A r * mod 2 are ν-orthogonal. Using (III.5),
where the second equality is because a and b are disjoint, and the third is because |c| ≥ 2.
These complete the proof of the first part of the lemma. To show that 2-orthonormality is in fact not a stronger notion than the usual orthonormality over F 2 , we will need an extension lemma:
Lemma III.3. Let A be a binary matrix with linearly independent rows over Proof. The notion of 2-orthogonality is defined over F 2 , and therefore it is immediate that G, as a set of its rows, is 2-orthogonal. It remains to prove that there exists a coefficient vector t such that i S ai t i = 0 mod 4 and i L bi t i = 1 mod 4 for any a, b (i.e., we need to check the 2-norms).
An odd integer solution t to these equations are found by Lemma III.3, since these equations have solution t = 1 mod 2.
inner columns for α = 1, 2, . . . , n c , where S (α) is (ν, t (α) )-null and consists of F 2 -linearly independent rows, L (α) has n out rows, and the set of all nonzero rows of
Let M α * be a row binary vector defined as M αk = 1 if and only if L (α) k * is nonzero. Then, the following matrix C is (ν + 1)-orthogonal with respect to some coefficient vector t. C is (ν + 1, t)-
. . .
Proof. We will show that t defined as (written as a row vector modulo 2 ν )
satisfies the claim. It is clear that r,i (C ) ri t i = i t i , even without modulo reduction. It is also clear from the choice of t that the (ν + 1, t)-norm of any row in C is 1, and that of any row in C in is 0; this does not depend on t (α) . For the other conditions, we note that
If we set k = k in (IV.4), sum over k, and use (IV.1), we see i t
implies that any row in C out has (ν, t)-norm zero. To make the (ν + 1)-norm zero, we apply Lemma III.3 to C out since C out is in a row echelon form (when read from the bottom right) which ensures F 2 -linear independence. This may add 2 ν to some components of t. We are left with the (ν + 1, t)-orthogonality, which is not affected by the modification to t by Lemma III.3 since we will only need to evaluate sums modulo 2 ν .
We have to show that given m rows with 2 ≤ m ≤ ν + 1, the weighted sum of their overlap is zero modulo 2 ν+2−m . Note that any part of the overlap that contains the tensor factor (11) has no contribution to the weighted sum due to (IV.3). Let a be a label set of chosen rows of C , b be that of C out , and c be that of C in .
• |a| ≥ 2 or |c| ≥ 1:
If |b| = 0, there is always a tensor factor (11) . So, assume |b| ≥ 1. Except for the part with the tensor factor (11), we must show
where Expanding N b i using (III.5), the left-hand side becomes a ±-sum of terms
From the assumption of ν-orthogonality of G (α) (that includes ν-nullity of S (α) ), we have
The condition |a ∪ j d Comparing the exponents of 2 in (IV.6) and (IV.7), we see that (IV.6) is zero modulo 2 ν+1 .
• a = {a} and c = ∅:
Since we are choosing at least two rows, |b| ≥ 1. Let b 1 be the smallest row index of b. Dropping the part with the tensor factor (11), we must show
where
mod 2, and b = {b 1 } b . Expanding N b i using (III.5), the second term becomes a ±-sum of terms
From the assumption of ν-orthogonality of G (b 1 ) , we have
Comparing the exponents of 2 of the last two expressions, we see that only the terms with a ∪ j d (j) = a = {a} in (IV.9) may survive. (That is, N can be substituted without higher order terms in (III.5).) Hence, (IV.8) is equivalent to
where the last line follows from the ν-orthogonality of L. We know the last line is true since
• a = c = ∅: By assumption, |b| ≥ 2. Let b 1 be the smallest element of b = {b 1 } b . Except for the part with the tensor factor (11), we must show
Expanding N b i using (III.5), the second term becomes a ±-sum of terms
Comparing the exponents of 2 of the last two expressions, we see that only the terms with d (j) = {d} in (IV.12) may survive. Hence, (IV.12) is equivalent to
We have shown the orthogonality condition (iii) of Lemma III.2, and completed the proof.
V. TRANSVERSAL T ν GATES AND TOWERS OF CODES
In this section, we define a CSS code based on ν-orthogonal matrices. The resulting code will admit a transversal gate at the ν-th level of Clifford hierarchy, and can be used in a distillation protocol for the (ν + 1)-th level. The results of previous sections will lead to a recursive construction of codes of increasing levels of divisibility.
Let ν ≥ 2 be an integer, and define unitary matrices
Definition V.1. Suppose we have a binary matrix S with n columns where the rows form a (ν, t)-null set for some coefficient vector t, and a (ν, t)-
where L is (ν, t)-orthonormal. Let S be the F 2 -span of the rows of S, and G be the F 2 -span of the rows of G. We define a CSS code Q[G, t], called a divisible (quantum) code at level ν, on n qubits by setting S as X-stabilizers, the rows of L as the X-and Z-logical operators, and G ⊥ (the orthogonal complement with respect to 2-orthogonality, i.e., with respect to the usual dot product) as the
Since each row of L has odd weight, and is orthogonal (with respect to the usual dot product)
to any other row, the CSS code Q[G, t] has k logical qubits where k is the number of rows in L.
For the code distance of Q[G, t], we note the following.
Lemma V.2.
Proof. We claim that G \ S ⊆ S ⊥ \ G ⊥ , implying that the minimum on the right-hand side is taken over a larger set. Indeed, if f ∈ G \ S, then f must have a nonzero dot product with some row of L since L is orthonormal. This implies f / ∈ G ⊥ . It is obvious that G ⊆ S ⊥ by the assumption on
G.
We now look at transversal gates. As an extension of the calculation of [13] (see also [15] ), we have Lemma V.3. On the code space of Q[G, t], a transversal T ν gate is the product ofT ν over all logical qubits, i.e., i
Proof. For a bit string (x 1 , . . . , x k ), the logical state in the computational basis transforms as
The second equality is from Lemma III.2 (ii) and the orthonormality of L. We see that the transversal T ν with exponents matching the coefficient vector, implements logicalT ν on all logical qubits.
Another logical action can be induced by a transversal gate; namely, a fault-tolerant measurements in the basis of magic states |ψ ν+1 = (T ν+1 XT −1 ν+1 ) |ψ ν+1 and Z |ψ ν+1 . Before we present the induced action in Lemma V.5 below, we state a part of calculation in the following. Proof. Since Z-stabilizers corresponds to G ⊥ , it follows that 1 is in the F 2 -span of the rows of G. Since 1 · L r * = 1 mod 2 for any r, we see that 1 = r L r * mod 2 up to S. Using (ii) of Lemma III.2, we have 1 ν,t = r L r * ν,t mod 2 ν , which is (IV.1).
All other claims are obvious.
Lemma V.5. SupposeX = X ⊗n is a logical operator for Q[G, t] where n is the code length. Then,
ν+1 over all logical qubits up to an overall phase factor ±1.
Proof. Observe that T m ν+1 XT −m ν+1 = diag(e −2πim/2 ν+1 , e 2πim/2 ν+1 )X = e −2πim/2 ν+1 T m ν X for any integer m. Since Lemma V.4 saysX is the product of the logical X on all logical qubits, it suffices to determine the action of j (e −2πit j /2 ν+1 T t j ν ) = e −2πi j t j /2 ν+1 j T t j ν on the code space. From (V. 2) we know j T t j ν is equal to T ν on the code space, where ranges over all logical qubits. Sincē X is logical, (IV.1) holds by Lemma V.4, and hence e
is equal to ± e −2πi/2 ν+1 .
We are prepared to prove the main result. 
With ν = 2, the assumption is satisfied for every weakly self-dual CSS code of code distance 2s + 1.
Proof. We prove it by induction in ν. The base case ν = µ is trivial, since Lemma V.3 says T ν can be implemented transversally.
For the induction step, Lemma V.5 implies there exists a circuit that measures the eigenvalue
Hence, there exists a distillation protocol for T µ+1 with the order of error reduction 2s + 1 that consumes n µ+1 = k µ+1 + 2n µ n c noisy T µ+1 gates to produce k µ+1 magic states [20] . (See the review in Section II A.) The distillation protocol is to check the eigenvalue of H ⊗k µ over n c subsets of input magic states, so that no error pattern of weight ≤ 2s is undetected. It has been shown [20] that it is possible to specify the subsets of magic state to be tested such that k µ+1 s = k µ n c . 3 Invoking Theorem II.1, we find a complete check matrix G for the entire protocol. The complete check matrix satisfies IV.1 due to Lemma V.4, and therefore is (µ+1, t )-orthogonal by Theorem IV.1 for some t . We thus obtain a code Q[G , t ] on n µ+1 qubits, encoding k µ+1 logical qubits. By Lemma V.2 the code distance of Q[G , t ] is the order of error reduction of the distillation protocol, which is 2s + 1. To complete the induction, we finally need to show that the transversal X is a logical operator, but we know this by the last statement of Theorem IV.1 and Lemma V. 
VI. EXAMPLES
We briefly survey existing codes, and explain how they do or do not fit into our tower. 3 The choice of the subsets to be tested defines an "outer code," [20] which is M in the matrix C of Theorem II.1.
The outer code M is required to meet distance and sensitivity requirements for the distillation protocol to have desired order of error reduction; namely, 2|M e| + |e| ≥ 2s + 1 for any nonzero vector e. The condition kµ+1s = kµnc means that the outer code must not be too redundant, but the existence of such an outer code is given by a graph theoretic construction [20] . For s ≥ 3, one can instead use a s-dimensional "grid" outer code [23] .
A. With good ground codes
We can start the tower with a good family of normal weakly self-dual CSS codes that is indexed by the code distance d and has parameters [ [17, 20] . It has been shown [20] that we can turn an instance of this code family into a H ⊗≤k -measurement gadget, and by checking the eigenvalue of products of Hadamard over O(d) random subsets of O(k) noisy magic states, we can implement a distillation circuit with the order of error reduction d. Proceding analogously to the proof of Theorem V.6, we obtain for each ν a family of codes with parameters
that admit a transversal logical gate T ν at the ν-th level of Clifford hierarchy.
B. Quantum Reed-Muller codes of code distance 3
Though the statement of Theorem V.6 does not include the case s = 1, here we claim that our tower starting with the Steane [ [7, 1, 3] ] code gives the family of quantum Reed-Muller codes of distance 3, that are used in [3, 15] . In particular, the code at level ν = 3 is the code [ [15, 1, 3] ] of [3] , and our construction explicitly proves the equivalence between the distillation protocols by Knill [2] and Bravyi-Kitaev [3] .
The quantum Reed-Muller codes of [3, 15] have the X-stabilizer spaces as shortened first order Reed-Muller codes. The generating matrix of the first order Reed-Muller code on 2 m bits can be recursively defined as
and the generating matrix S m of the shortened code is obtained by removing the first row, which is 1, and the first column from G 1,m . (For a general definition of shortened and punctured classical codes, see [26] .) The dual of S m contains 1 of odd weight, and has the minimum distance 3. Hence, if we declare that the rows of S m define the X-stabilizers, 1 defines both X and Z logical operators, [15] . Spelling out the generating matrix for X-stabilizers, we see
This is the same as the X-stabilizer matrix from our level lifting when n out = 1, up to permutation of columns and rows:
Since L = 1, the claim is proved. Higher order Reed-Muller codes give nonexamples to our tower; see below.
C. Triorthogonal codes
There exists a distillation protocol using a CSS code where T over the physical qubits is not necessarily a logical operator. This is based on the idea that T over the physical qubits need not be a logical operator by itself, but only has to be logical up to Clifford corrections. A sufficient condition for this is so-called triorthogonality [13] imposed on a generating matrix of X-logical operators and X-stabilizers. Consider a binary matrix G consisting of even weight rows G 0 and odd weight rows G 1 . The triorthogonality requires that every pair and every triple of distinct rows of G have even overlaps. Given such a triorthogonal matrix, one defines a CSS code by declaring that the rows of G 0 correspond to X-stabilizers, and G ⊥ to Z-stabilizers, and each row of G 1 corresponds to both X-and Z-logical operators. For example, one can consider a classical triply even code, and puncture it so that X-stabilizers have weight a multiple of 8 and X-logical operators have odd weight, to obtain a triorthogonal codes [3, 24] . In this case, the Clifford correction is trivial. More generally, the divisibility condition at level 3 that is relaxed to hold modulo 2, is precisely the triorthogonality. Hence, any of our generalized divisible codes at level 3 is an example of triorthogonal codes. In summary, we have inclusion relations among classes of codes, as depicted in Figure VI. 1. The inclusion of the two smallest sets are strict as we will show shortly, but we do not know whether the outer-most inclusion is strict.
Now we show the family of triorthogonal codes [[3k + 8, k, 2]] with k even in [13] is actually a divisible code at level 3, level-lifted from the H-code of Jones [19] . The relation was loosely expected in [19] by comparing the leading term in the error probability when the codes are used in distillation protocols. Since this triorthogonal code is not a punctured triply even code, the set of all weakly self-dual CSS codes, lifted to level 3, is a proper subset of the set of all divisible codes at level 3. The "H-code [19] " is a normal weakly self-dual CSS code defined for any even k ≥ 2 by
where the rows of the upper submatrix represent the logical operators, and the bottom the stabilizers.
The distillation protocol is such that k qubits are checked once by the H-measurement routine implemented by the H-code. Going through our level-lifting, we obtain
Permuting the columns and applying a row operation, we have
which is the triorthogonal matrix of [13] .
D. Doubling transformation
The pipelining of Ref. [20] using two-dimensional color codes [12] Another class of potential nonexamples includes three or higher dimensional color codes [12, 25] .
The divisor and the scaling of code parameters of the codes from our tower match (up to constants) with those of the color codes, but it is unclear whether the stabilizers of the code from our tower can be put on a lattice with the geometric locality of the generators obeyed.
VII. DISCUSSION
We have unified two large classes of distillation protocols by showing that every instance of the distillation protocols of Ref. [2, 20] based on Clifford measurements using normal codes corresponds to a single generalized divisible code that admits a transversal non-Clifford logical gate. The correspondence is exact, so one can analyze the error of the protocol in Ref. [20] via the resulting generalized divisible code. Note that this unification does not cover all known protocols, especially those that do not always accept the output even in the limit of noiseless non-Clifford gates [3, 18, 28] ;
if a protocol admits a representation in terms of a single block code with a transversal non-Clifford gate, then the protocol must always accept the output upon noiseless non-Clifford inputs.
As a distillation protocol, the protocol of Ref. [20] can be thought of as "spacetime" protocol, since not all noisy T -gates are applied initially; in fact, noisy T -gates that are consumed initially are only a small fraction of all the noisy T gates. In contrast, the protocol using the corresponding divisible code as derived here can be thought of as a "space-only" protocol, since all noisy T -gates are used at the very beginning. Direct comparison of the two approaches is not appropriate, without further information about qubit and Clifford gate implementations. The spacetime protocol has a relatively small space footprint at the price of a large T -depth, whereas the space-only protocol requires a large space overhead, but has a T -depth of 1. The true depth including all Clifford gates of the space-only protocol is probably smaller than that of the spacetime protocol. This may not be obvious since the decoding routine (the inverse of encoding) generally becomes more complicated as the code length increases. However, a large portion of the stabilizers of the space-only protocol is block-diagonal (see Theorem II.1), which can be encoded/decoded in parallel.
In [20, 21] , there are distillation protocols for T gates using hyperbolic inner codes. Then, a natural question is whether a corresponding divisible code at level 3 exists. We do not know the answer for this question, which is rather roughly posed, but a similar method presented above HρH after each H-measurement routine, but then a deterministic error becomes a probabilistic error, and our complete check matrix will not be able to capture this behavior.
For a similar reason, it should be possible to find a divisible code at level 3, starting with distillation protocols for CS and CCZ gates [24] . Another natural question is whether one can construct towers of codes for qudits by relating distillation protocols based on Clifford measurements [20, App. D] and those based on divisible codes [30] [31] [32] .
